Abstract. We present near-IR JHK photometric data of a sample of 58 main-sequence, mainly Vega-type, and pre-main sequence stars. The data were taken during four observing runs in the period May 1998 to January 1999 and form part of a coordinated effort with simultaneous optical spectroscopy and photo-polarimetry. The near-IR colors of the MS stars correspond in most cases to photospheric colors, although noticeable reddening is present towards a few objects, and these stars show no brightness variability within the observational errors. On the other hand, the PMS stars show near-IR excesses and variability consistent with previous data.
Introduction
The discovery of far-IR excesses associated with Vega, β Pic and some other similar stars was one of the major scientific outcomes of the IRAS mission. These findings indicate the presence of significant amounts of solid material around main-sequence stars other than the Sun (e.g.
Backman & Paresce 1993). Coronographic observations
Send offprint requests to: C. Eiroa, e-mail: carlos@xiada.ft.uam.es Tables 1 and 2 are only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strastg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/365/110 revealed that the dust in β Pic is distributed in an edgeon disk (Smith & Terrile 1984) . Transient spectroscopic events in the lines of many UV and optical lines have been interpreted as being due to infalling comet-like bodies, while asymmetries in the disk have been attributed to the presence of a planet in the β Pic system (see Lecavelier des Etangs 2000, for a recent review on β Pic). Thus, it seems to be beyond doubt that the young (age t ∼ 10 7 years, Barrado y Navascués et al. 1999), main-sequence star β Pic harbors a protoplanetary disk in which planets are being formed, and perhaps have already formed. In this respect it should be noted that the G8 V star ρ 1 Cnc, with an age of t ∼ 5 10 9 yr and a Jupiter-like planet orbiting it, also shows the presence of a Vega-like dust disk
Article published by EDP Sciences and available at http://www.aanda.org or http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/ 0004-6361:20000029 in data from ISO (Dominik et al. 1998) . On the other side of the stellar evolutionary path, it has been suggested on the basis of various observational data that a population of pre-main sequence stars may be β Pic progenitors (Grady et al. 2000) . Thus, an observational framework tracing the path of the formation of planetary systems, from protostellar disks to well developed planets, is growing.
The 1998 international observing time of the Canary Islands Observatories was allocated to the EXPORT collaboration (EXoPlanetary Observational Research Team) and a considerable fraction of this time was dedicated to observations of a large sample of main sequence, mainly Vega-type stars, and pre-main sequence stars (Eiroa et al. 2000) . The aim of this effort was to study stars at different evolutionary stages to provide some clues regarding protoplanetary disk evolution. The main EXPORT observations consisted of intermediate and high resolution optical spectra supported by simultaneous optical photopolarimetry and near-IR photometry. The stars in this sample were monitored over a range of different timescales from days to months. In this paper we present the near-IR data we collected and a brief description of the general near-IR behavior of the sample. Detailed analysis of these results in combination with the rest of the EXPORT observations will be presented elsewhere.
Observations
Near-IR data were obtained at the Teide Observatory (Tenerife, Canary Islands) with the 1.5 m Carlos Sánchez Telescope (CST) during four observing runs: 1998 14-17 May, 28-31 July, 23-26 October and 1999 28-31 January. There were a total of 13 useful (some only partially) nights. We used two different instrumental setups throughout the runs. A single channel NIR photometer equipped with an InSb detector was used in May and October; a 15 arcsec beam and a chopper-throw of 30 arcsec were selected for these observations. During the July and January runs CAIN, a 2D NIR camera equipped with a NICMOS 256 × 256 HgCdTe array, was used. The photometer was operated in standard AC mode, chopping between two adjacent beams, with no further adjustments. The images taken with CAIN were flat fielded and dark current corrected using standard procedures. A minimum of two different frame series were taken for each object, shifting the targets throughout the detector quadrants to remove systematic effects. The averaged series in different quadrants were then subtracted one from another to remove the sky contribution to the measured signal. The time interval between two adjacent series was kept below 2 minutes to avoid background variations of the atmospheric emission. Due to the brightness of some sources (K < 8 mag) we defocused the camera in order to avoid departures from the linear range of the NICMOS array. Errors introduced by the defocusing, together with sky variations, are well below 0.1 mag, as estimated from the sigmavalue of the averaged results. Observations with the single channel photometer and CAIN were carried out through standard broad-band JHK filters. Cross-correlations between measurements taken with both instruments of the same objects show negligible systematic deviations and no filter correction has been applied to the results. Data reduction proceeded in a standard way. Magnitude errors estimated from a least-squares fit to the standard star data are ≤ 0.02 mag (1σ rms) in each filter for the data taken with the single-detector photometer. Errors are larger, around 0.05 mag (1σ rms), for the data taken with the camera.
Results
The observed sample consists of 58 objects: 40 are PMS stars (HAeBe and T Tauri stars) and 18 MS stars (Vegatype and Lindroos post-T Tauri systems). The stars were observed once per night whenever they were observable from the Canary Islands; in a few cases there are several observations per night. Thus we obtained daily (approx. 24 hours) and 3-monthly (approx. 90 days) monitoring for most of the stars. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of the near-IR observations for the MS stars and the PMS objects respectively. In general, we consider objects variable when different measurements in each filter differ by more than the conservative limit of 5σ, i.e. 0.1 magnitudes in the May 98 and October 98 observing runs. For the July 98 and January 99 runs, we take the value of 0.15 magnitudes, i.e. 3σ, but also taking into account the results of the other two observing periods.
MS stars
This group of stars includes double systems in which the secondary has been classified as a post-T Tauri (PTT) star, while the primary is an early type star (Lindroos 1986) ; in some cases they show far-infrared excesses revealing the presence of cool dust in the circumstellar environment (Ray et al. 1995) . Only in one case of the PTT systems, HR 4757, were our near-IR observations carried out for both components of the double; for the rest we observed the brighter component. All these stars are referred to as PTT in Table 1 . In addition, we include in this group A-shell stars and other stars which show properties similar to Vega and β Pic, i.e. IRAS excess and/or optical evidence of circumstellar gas (Backman & Paresce 1993; Stencel & Backman 1991; Cheng et al. 1991; LagrangeHenri et al. 1990 ). These stars are also referred to as "Vega" in Table 1 .
Seven stars in our sample -HR 10, HR 26, HR 419, HR 836, HR 1369, HR 5422, and HR 9043 -have no previous published JHK magnitudes. In the case of λ Boo only the K magnitude has previously been reported; in all other cases, our near-IR magnitudes are similar to those published previously. Table 3 compares our mean near-IR magnitudes with those found in the literature and it is apparent that there are no significant differences. All stars of this group are constant in brightness. The apparent variability of BD +31
• 643 during the October 98 observations, although it was the best period in terms of photometric quality, needs to be confirmed and we do not discuss it further. Figure 1 presents the mean observed near-IR colors in a two color (J − H, H − K) diagram of the 18 Vega-type and PTT stars in our sample. Of these, 13 stars have observed colors close to the intrinsic colors of their respective spectral types without any need for corrections due to interstellar or circumstellar extinction. Thus, the near-IR colors do not show any sign of the presence of hot circumstellar dust. These stars are also unpolarized in the optical (Oudmaijer et al. 2001 ). The rest behaves as follows.
HD 142764: The observed colors are compatible with a K5 V spectral type suffering considerable reddening. Assuming a normal interstellar extinction law (e.g. Rieke & Lebofsky 1985) we estimate an optical extinction of A v = 1.8, from the J −H color. This is consistent with the extinction value deduced from optical photometry. The star also shows considerable polarization at these wavelengths (Oudmaijer et al. 2001) .
BD +31
• 643: This star's colors are compatible with a B5V star suffering a total extinction of A v = 2.6 magnitudes (from the J − H color), in good agreement with the estimate of A v = 2.8 based on optical measurements (Snow et al. 1994; Oudmaijer et al. 2001 ). The star is • 643 has a dust disk which appears similar to that of β Pic (Kalas & Jewitt 1997) .
HD 23362: Its colors are compatible with a K2 star suffering an extinction of 3 mag (from the J − H color), close to the reddening estimate of Sylvester et al. (1996) ; the star is polarized (Oudmaijer et al. 2001 ). Based on the optical spectrum, Dunkin et al. (1997) suggested that HD 23362 is not a young main-sequence star.
HD 23680: The J − H color indicates an extinction of A v = 2.5 mag, which is close to the extinction estimate from the B − V color; the star is polarized in the optical (Oudmaijer et al. 2001) .
HD 34700: The J − H color is compatible with a G0V star with negligible extinction, in agreement with the optical photometry (Oudmaijer et al. 2001) . However, the H − K color seems to indicate a H − K excess. This behavior of practically photospheric J −H color but H −K excess is also present in 51 Oph (Waters et al. 1988) . The H −K excess seen in some Vega-type stars is probably due to non-photospheric flux contributing to the K magnitude (Sylvester et al. 1996) . HD 34700 also shows a low level of optical polarization (Oudmaijer et al. 2001) . same spectral type. The stars are unpolarized and the optical photometry is also consistent with their spectral type (Oudmaijer et al. 2001) ; it is likely that they have already reached the zero age main sequence. HD 141569 has near-IR colors roughly consistent with its spectral type, though with a small amount of reddening, A V ≤ 1 mag (the same is approximately true for the optical colors). Our magnitudes are brighter (0.2-0.3 mag) than previous measurements (Malfait et al. 1998; Sylvester et al. 1996) but this is probably due to scattered light from the bright companions in its proximity (Pirzkal et al. 1997 ). The star is slightly polarized (Oudmaijer et al. 2001 , see also Yudin & Evans 1998) . Interestingly, HD 141569 has a β Pic disk (Augereau et al. 1999 ).
PMS stars

Color-color diagram
In Fig. 2 we plot the observed PMS stars in three groups: Classical T Tauri stars (CTTs) -spectral type G2 and later, early-type T Tauri stars (ETTs) -spectral types between F0 and G2, and Herbig Ae and Be starsspectral types earlier than F0. The position of the stars in the two-color diagram indicates that they occupy a region of the diagram characterized by different amounts of extinction and an excess with respect to the emission of a normal photosphere. The distributions of ETTs and HAeBe in the diagram differ slightly from that of CTTs. In addition, HAeBe and ETTs are located in a band displaced from the reddening band for main sequence stars, but more or less parallel to it. These characteristics are already known from previous work (e.g. Lada & Adams 1992) . These authors have shown that standard circumstellar disks can account for the near-IR colors of most T Tauri stars, but those models fail in the case of HAeBe stars. In the latter case, dust disks with central holes are required if self-luminous disks are the cause of the near-IR excess. The models do not provide a unique interpretation of near-IR colors in PMS stars, but they do indicate differences between low-and intermediate-mass young objects.
Variability
Twenty stars in our sample are variable on timescales of days and/or months. In some cases our monitoring is insufficient to establish if the objects have a periodic variability, although it is clear that in several cases the variability is irregular. Irregular variability is often observed in objects similar to those in our sample. Table 4 gives details of the stars in which we detect variability. A comparison with the literature (e.g. the SIMBAD data base) indicates, however, that some of the stars which remained constant during our observations do vary. In general, the variability observed in JHK is roughly consistent with that observed at optical wavelengths (Oudmaijer et al. 2001) , in the sense that all objects which are variable in the IR also vary at optical wavelengths.
In ≈ 50% of the sample stars the variability amplitude diminishes with the wavelength; no clear trend appears for the rest. The range of the amplitude is less than 0.4 mag for most of the stars and goes down to our 3σ limit. For 7 stars the variability is larger than 0.5 magnitudes in at least one filter, and in 3 out of the 7 (RY Ori, LkHα 262 and CW Tau) that level of variability is found in all near-IR bands.
The origin of PMS variability is normally attributed to one or more of the the following causes (e.g. Herbst et al. 1994; Skrutskie et al. 1996; Herbst & Shevchenko 1999) : 1) cool stellar spots which rotationally modulate the star light, 2) hot spots caused by a magnetically channeled accretion flow onto the stellar surface, 3) variable obscuration by dust clumps in the circumstellar environment, 4) changes in the temperature profile and structure of the circumstellar dust disk, 5) stellar pulsations (Marconi & Palla 1998) . The first three causes can produce large amplitude variations, up to several magnitudes in the optical, with the amplitude diminishing with increasing wavelength. Variations in the temperature profile of the disk would produce more variability in the near-IR than in the optical since typical disk temperatures (T D (max) ∼ 2000 K) do not give rise to significant emission at visible wavelengths. Stellar pulsations should reveal themselves as periodic small-amplitude variations in the photometric behavior of the PMS stars. Thus, simultaneous observations at near-IR and optical wavelengths provide clues about the origin of the variability and which mechanisms act in the different wavelength ranges. A detailed analysis of the variability, considering the simultaneous near-IR and optical photo-polarimetric behavior, is beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere.
Conclusions
We have presented the near-IR magnitudes of a sample of 58 main-sequence and pre-main sequence stars taken during the 1998 international time of the Canary Islands Observatories. For some of the stars in the sample these are the first published near-IR data. Although these data were taken in support of simultaneous optical spectroscopy, they reveal interesting aspects in their own right, such as reddening towards some Vega-type stars or the variability of some younger objects.
